Shalom: Men and Women of Westchester Reform Temple.

December 14 Tuesday  7:30 PM  Aaron Wolf, a Director and Actor uses the renovation of the Historic Wilshire Boulevard Temple in Los Angeles to heighten our awareness of how we can ensure that the next generation doesn’t lose connection with our Jewish Heritage and Values.

To get the most out of this discussion we suggest that you:

- Watch the documentary “Restoring Tomorrow” at your leisure, at home, by renting the movie on Amazon Prime for $0.99.
- Register by clicking https://bit.ly/3Fo030G You will get the zoom meeting ID and Password by return email.
- MRJ will send you the zoom link as reminder a few days before the event.
- On December 14th, Aaron Wolf, a wonderful storyteller, and a mensch will share his journey of recalling his past and his connection with the future as he chronicles the restoration of the temple where his Grandfather was Rabbi after escaping from Nazi Germany.
- You will be able to ask questions of him and Rabbi Reiser.

January 13 Thursday  7:30 PM  Dr. Joellyn Zollman will tell us about why Jews moved to the West. We will discover the distinctive roles that Jews played in the Pacific West, especially the innovative roles of women because of their new freedom.

Register by clicking https://form.jotform.com/wrt/113pacific  You will get the zoom meeting ID and Password by return email.
What is the MRJ at WRT Program This Year?

**In Person Events**
- A fishing trip for the family.
- Breakfast with Rabbi Blake and Nadav Shachmon.
- A Blood Drive.
- A Presentation by Robb Paller who represented Israel at the Tokyo Olympics this year.

**Planned for the Spring**
- The movie, Heading Home about playing for Israel’s baseball team. (March 20)
- Jewish Genealogy (April 21)
- Friday Night Service Brotherhood Award (June 10)
- A Men’s Seder (TBD)
- A Retreat with the Rabbi (TBD)

**Webinars and Zoom Meetings**
- A Film Conversation about How to be a Good Ancestor
- A Class on Jews in the Pacific West.
- A Webinar about the Jewish Heroes behind Pfizer & Moderna
- An Interview with Knesset Member Reform Rabbi Kariv
- A Webinar sponsored by Sharsheret on Hereditary Cancer.
- An Interview with leaders of the Israel Action Committee.

**Participation in Community Service**
- AFYA Project to sort medical supplies for needy areas.
- Deliver food to the homebound at Passover time.
- Sponsor the Jewish Basketball League.

*We Are Beginning To Think About Activities For Next Year.*
What are you interested in doing?

- [ ] Activities with children as well as adults
- [ ] Sunday Morning Breakfast with Speaker
- [ ] Outings (fishing, sports events)
- [ ] In person or zoom class about Jewish Subjects
- [ ] Jewish Genetic Screening
- [ ] MRJ Friday Night Service
- [ ] Temple activities (ushering, repairing prayer books, blowing shofar, Men’s Seder)
- [ ] Community Service/Tikkun Olam (feeding those in need, provide help to group donating medical supplies, display Menorah publicly)
- [ ] Something else that you would like to do. __________________

Let us know at:  Menrj@WRTemple.org
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